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stated	in	1968	that	‘electronics will soon force 
its claims upon letterforms, and let us hope 














































A generative typography project 
creating a complex future narrative 
that opens the possibilities of type with 
a versatility to be used across a wide 
variety of mediums.
Generative typography is a relatively new area of type design that disrupts the norms 
and presents a new evolution of the processes that have developed. It sheds some of 
the tools defined in the last 30 years and allows it to form an evolution of the process. 
Within the production of this typeface I wanted to build on what had gone before and 
define a new aesthetic with a complexity and future narrative that would open the 
possibilities of type with a versatility to be used as a display type in publishing and 
branding projects with the ability to generate custom ligatures joined strings of text for 




































































































The	book	‘ECAL: Typeface as Program’	by	
Peter	Bilak,	Jürg	Lehni	and	Erik	Spiekermann	
starts	with	the	simple	question ‘is there 
such a thing as a computer program capable 










embedded	experiences		‘with every typeface 
possessing a narrative and its own voice and 
I feel I have created a typeface with a unique 
voice and one that defines a new narrative.’
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